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Dear Senior Manager Anne Stephenson,

Thank you for accepting my comments on Efficiency Maine's draft three-year plan. Below I
have included some concrete ideas for improving the plan. As a recent recipient of Efficiency
Maine rebates for significant insulation projects I completed in my home in August, I am
grateful to this program and to the financial support it provided to encourage me to the take
the right step. I would not have otherwise decided to reinsulate my attic spaces to the best
current practice. I know that it will make a big difference to my household this winter. So
thank you! Efficiency Maine is in a good spot to help many lower and middle class Mainers
live more comfortable and affordably, so I'd like to see the next 3-year plan be more ambitious
and proactive than it is currently drafted. And this will result in more, well-paying, quality
jobs for Mainers!

The plan describes large amounts of potential savings from improvements to commercial
lighting and increased adoption of high-efficiency heat pumps, but sets out too slow a pace for
these energy efficiency improvements. LED lights are cost-effective, reliable, and available
now; it should not take 10 years (as proposed) to replace older, inefficient lights. Likewise,
heat pumps lower energy bills dramatically, and Mainers have proven their interest in this
technology. Efficiency Maine should be more aggressive at encouraging their installation
across Maine. Heat pumps and heat pump water heaters deserve a place in every program
Efficiency Maine offers, from low-income to small business.

I also would like Efficiency Maine to put an increased emphasis on adding insulation and
reducing air leaks in our homes as a cornerstone priority. Efficiency Maine should emphasize
comprehensive upgrades, above more superficial home improvements.

Finally, I encourage Efficiency Maine to expand eligibility for its small business program. The
current program (limited to electricity demand of up to 25 kilowatts) only serves the very
smallest businesses. Similar efficiency programs in other states serve businesses of 100 or 200
kilowatts. Efficiency Maine has found a successful model to ease the way for small businesses
to complete cost-effective projects. This program should not be designed to turn away so
many businesses that want to participate.

There are many important details to get right in this plan. At the end of the day, Efficiency
Maine's most important job, by law, is to help Maine households and businesses capture
energy efficiency savings as rapidly as can be achieved. I would appreciate your efforts to do
so as soon as possible.

Thank you.

Sincerely,
Nicole Grohoski
151 Bangor Road
Ellsworth, ME 04605
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